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Divine strike 5e

War has many expressions. This can make things better for ordinary people. It can be desperate and horrific, with acts of cruelty and cowardice that aeed instances of excellence and courage. In any case, the war gods look over the soldiers and reward them for their great work. The clergy of such gods stand out in
battle, inspiring others to fight the good fight or offering acts of violence as prayers. Gods of War include champions of honor and chivalry (such as Torm, Heironeous, and Kiri-Jolith), as well as gods of destruction and robbery (such as Erythnul, Fury, Gruumsh, and Ares) and gods of conquest and domination (such as
Bane, Hextor, and Maglubiyet). Other war gods (such as Tempus, Nike, and Nuada) take a neutral stance, promoting war in all its manifestations and supporting warriors in any case. Source: Player's Guide to Bonus Skills level 1, you acquire skills with fighting weapons and heavy armor. A war priest from level 1, your
god gives bolts of inspiration to you while you are engaged in a fight. When you use Attack action, you can make a single weapon attack as a bonus action. You can use this feature several times equal to your Wisdom Modifier (at least once). You recover all your used usages when you're done with a long rest. When
you make an attack roll, you can use your channel divinity to get a 10 bonus list. You make this choice after you see the list, but before DM says whether the attack hits or misses. Channel Divinity: The Blessing of War God at Level 6, when a creature 30 feet away from you makes an attack roll, you can use your reaction
to give that creature a 10 bonus list through its Channel Divinity. You make this choice after you see the list, but before DM says whether the attack hits or misses. In Divine Strike level 8, you gain the ability to infu job of infies your weapon strikes with divine energy. Once on each of your turns, when you hit a creature
with a weapon attack, you can trigger an attack to deal with an additional 1d8 damage to the same type of dealing weapon target. Upon reaching level 14, the additional lesion increases to 2d8. In Avatar Battle level 17, you gain resistance to bludgeoning, piercing, and slashing damage from nonmagical weapons. 2015-
03-13, 02:14 PM (ISO 8601) I feel stupid that I've only noticed this now, but why does Divine Strike start at level 8 and cap 2D8 when Sacred Flame rises to 2d10 at 5 and cap 4d10? I can understand clergy are doing less damage than other classes, but why are the powerful Cantrip areas so much more deadlier than
DSers? If your WIS is bigger than or equal to your STR/DEX, is it even worth swinging a weapon? SF has a range of 30, no attack roll so no disadvantage melee, and I think more monsters are high ac high dex save. Last published time at ZenBear; 2015-03-13 at 2:15 PM. 2015-03-13, 02:34 PM (ISO 8601) Divine Strike
is 2d6 +5+2d8 (21) with maxed STR and no magical weapons sacred flame is 4d10 +5 (27) by Max WIS but divine strike can get a magic weapon for more bonus damage (eg flametongue on 7 7 injury) and it can get buff spells like s hasta or vare like GWM. Basically, weapons attacks start from weaker because there
are so many ways to improve them. 2015-03-13, 02:53 PM (ISO 8601) Clergy don't get extra attack class function and Divine Strike provides a limited premium for damage because there is a spiritual weapon, bless and other buffs and consequences they can get from the spells. Like all full castors, they have more
limited at-will options, but have drastically superior everyday resources. 13.03.2015, 03:28 PM (ISO 8601) Technical... Divine Strike can work with a mental weapon... So you make melee spell attacks with it (using your best mod most likely) do 1d8+ spell ability modifier dmg, and is done as a bonus action... SOoooo You
can still cast that Cantrip you want – and then – as a bonus action shade of something 20ft in your spiritual weapon and have Divine Strike go off... = 1d8 + 5 (spritual weapon) + 2d8 (Divine Strike) + 3d8 (holy): Flame @L14 when you get a 2d8 divine strike! Also note you could have a cast level 7 spell then smacked
something 3d8 + 5 DMG... 2015-03-13, 03:34 PM (ISO 8601) Originally by Myzz Technically... Divine Strike can work with a mental weapon... So you make melee spell attacks with it (using your best mod most likely) do 1d8+ spell ability modifier dmg, and is done as a bonus action... No, it can't. The spiritual weapon is a
spell attack. Divine Strike requires a weapon attack. This is a melee or oscillation weapon attack. There is no spell attack. The only reason that the spell attack distinguishes between ranged and melee spell attacks is because there may be adv/disav issues depending on the circumstances. There are spell attacks and
weapons attacks. There are melee and hesitating variations though. But spell attacks and weapons attacks are mutually exclusive. You can't be under attack for being both a spell attack and a weapon attack. The attack is either one or the other. The spiritual weapon is a spell attack. Divine Strike refers to weapons
attacks. If you use Str or Dex for an attack, Divine Strike applies. If you use your casting stat, it doesn't apply. Last time calebrus; 2015-03-13 at 3:42 PM. 2015-03-13, 03:42 PM (ISO 8601) Originally posted by calebrus No., it can't. The spiritual weapon is a spell attack. Divine Strike requires a weapon attack. This is a
melee or oscillation weapon attack. There is no spell attack. the reason that the spell attack distinguishes between ranged and melee spell attacks is because there may be adv/disav issues depending on the circumstances. Divine strike does not apply to magic If you use Str or Dex for an attack, Divine Strike applies. If
you use your casting stat, it doesn't apply. It specifically says weapons strikes ARE NOT weapon attacks...... you create a spectral floating weapon ... weapon can be in any form you choose... They fixed a weapon that doesn't work using weapons attacks... As the ability of Divine strikes does not require weapons attacks,
it works perfectly fine! 2015-03-13, 03:46 PM (ISO 8601) Divine Strike level 8, you get the opportunity to recharge your weapon strikes with divine energy. (this was fluff text) When on each of your turns, when you hit a creature with a weapon attack, you can trigger an attack to tackle an additional 1d8 &lt;insert type=
here=&gt;damage to the target. (this was a fracture text) You can't rule a lawyer your way out of this. Divine Strike only applies to weapons attacks, and the spiritual weapon is not a weapon attack, it is a spell attack. Last time calebrus; 2015-03-13 at 3:46 PM. 2015-03-13, 03:49 PM (ISO 8601) Originally posted by
calebrus Divine Strike level 8, you get the chance to curse your weapon strikes with divine energy. (this was fluff text) When on each of your turns, when you hit a creature with a weapon attack, you can trigger an attack to tackle an additional 1d8 &lt;insert type= here=&gt;damage to the target. (this was a fracture text)
You can't rule a lawyer your way out of this. Divine Strike only applies to weapons attacks, and the spiritual weapon is not a weapon attack, it is a spell attack. Ups... there's reading Weapon Strike... it's up again even after reading your other post... (stupid speed reading) 2015-03-13, 06:20 PM (ISO 8601) Originally
Posted by Oscredwin Divine Strike is 2d6+5+2d8 (21) with maxed STR and no magical weapons Sacred Flame is 4d10+ 5 (27) by Max WIS but Divine Strike can get magic weapon for more premium damage (eg flametongue on 7 7 injury) and it can get buff spells, such as s haste or feats , such as GWM. Basically,
weapons attacks start from weaker because there are so many ways to improve them. It's a two-handed weapon, which means not only less damage, but also no shield, and you still have to be melee with purpose. Also, what about magical exercises? Have they ever had an impact on spell attacks? I assume so, but I'm
current AFB so I can't verify it. Originally Posted by Person_Man Clergy doesn't get extra attack class feature and Divine Strike provides a limited bonus for damage because there is a spiritual weapon, bless, and other buffs and consequences they can get from the spells. Like all full castors, they have more limited at-will
options, but have drastically superior everyday resources. Powerful Spellcasting Domains also get these everyday resources, and competitive at-will attack boot. Given that only two areas receiving ass have knowledge that has little damage potential in their field&lt;/insert&gt; &lt;/insert&gt; &lt;/insert&gt; and the light that
is about blasting, I guess I can accept the differences. It just irks me that even war and death domains are so sub-about at-will damage. Does it really break the class to get just one more d8 for a turn? 2015-03-14, 12:22 AM (ISO 8601) Also note that it does not have to be a melee attack. People often forget it. 2015-03-
14, 12:42 AM (ISO 8601) Originally posted by ZenBear It is with a two-handed weapon, which means not only less damage, but also no shield, and you still have to have galiles to the target. Also, what about magical exercises? Have they ever had an impact on spell attacks? I assume so, but I'm current AFB so I can't
verify it. You could use the staff with Polearm mastery and keep your shield to do 1D6+ 1D4 + 2D8 + 10 (25), which is only 2 points lower than Sacred Flame – by dipping into a single level Fighter you could perform a dueling combat style in addition to 4 points of damage to surpass sacred flame weapons. The arms
attacks are starting to lower the argument because they can be improved to make it better it will hold up. As for Magic Implements, none of them increase damage in any way. The Arcane version increases the to-hit and Warlock version increases both hit and DC. I'm not sure if the Divine version even exists. 2015-03-14,
2015 01:04 AM (ISO 8601) Originally Posted by Giant2005 You could use the mastery of the staff with Polearm and keep your shield to do 1D6+1D4+2D8+10 (25), which is only 2 points lower than Sacred Flame – by dipping into a single-level Fighter you could take Dueling Fighting Style for an extra 4 points damage to
exceed sacred flame, and it's before considering the magic flame flame. The arms attacks are starting to lower the argument because they can be improved to make it better it will hold up. As for Magic Implements, none of them increase damage in any way. The Arcane version increases the to-hit and Warlock version
increases both hit and DC. I'm not sure if the Divine version even exists. Please note the above build is heavily located in the dark waters of RAW. Build the relevant grants for higher DPR than dual weapon fighting build with two 1D8 weapons while taking an additional AC and marketing drawing two weapons
simultaneously with free OA when the melee enemy moves to engage you. Not to mention breaking the verisimilitude by having an injury to one arm, the impulse conquering butt attack is a) capable of doing damage and b) equal to the damage caused by a two-handed polearm. Thus, many DMs will have common sense
in this build away. On the topic, definitely no additional d8. Lower melee damage is expected from a full castor with melee bonuses. But perhaps a change in the d10s between levels could be justified. 2015-03-14, 03:22 AM (ISO 8601) Originally Posted by HoarsHalberd Please note that the pre-build is heavily located in
the dark waters of RAW. A building that is Higher DPR than two weapon fights build with two 1d8 weapons while taking extra AC and marketing drawing two weapons simultaneously with free OA when the court's enemy moves to engage you. Not to mention breaking the verisimilitude by having an injury to one arm, the
impulse conquering butt attack is a) capable of doing damage and b) equal to the damage caused by a two-handed polearm. Thus, many DMs will have common sense in this build away. Okay, and monks defy common sense as well. The idea of a naked guy knocking several armored knights 15 feet away in one blow?
Laugh out loud. Let's remove monks from the game too. 2015-03-14, 07:30 AM (ISO 8601) Originally posted by Strill right, and monks defy common sense as well. The idea of a naked guy knocking several armored knights 15 feet away in one blow? Laugh out loud. Let's remove monks from the game too. Monks use ki,
magical energy to enable their attacks. Monks also don't have complete void in both the entire sword and ship builds and all the dual weapon builds. If bot realism and game balance is nothing, why don't hand-stop do as much damage as heavy crossbows. Why versatile weapons wielded in one hand do less damage at
all. Of course, if the barrel of a versatile polearm can do the same damage, no matter how many hands are used on it, then all weapons must be able to do the same. 2015-03-14, 08:07 AM (ISO 8601) Originally published by HoarsHalberd Please note that the above building is strongly based on the dark waters of RAW.
Build the relevant grants for higher DPR than dual weapon fighting build with two 1D8 weapons while taking an additional AC and marketing drawing two weapons simultaneously with free OA when the melee enemy moves to engage you. Not to mention breaking the verisimilitude by having an injury to one arm, the
impulse conquering butt attack is a) capable of doing damage and b) equal to the damage caused by a two-handed polearm. Thus, many DMs will have common sense in this build away. There might be some DMs that feel like you, but I sure don't believe it to be many. What you're describing is a home ruling away one
and only feat that adds to the damage to one-handed combatants. You might consider it broken and considering Polearm Master is the strongest feat in the game by a significant margin, you would be fine. However, eliminating only a feat that increases one weapon's damage while maintaining feats that improve damage
every other fighting style is more broken than the default. You are better off nerfing the Polearm Master than removing the Staff user's access to it completely. 2015-03-14, 10:21 AM (ISO 8601) Originally Posted by Giant2005 There might be some DMS that feel the way you do, but I sure don't consider it too much. What
you're describing is a home ruling away one and only feat that adds to the damage Combatants. You might consider it broken and considering Polearm Master is the strongest feat in the game by a significant margin, you would be fine. However, eliminating only a feat that increases one weapon's damage while
maintaining feats that improve damage every other fighting style is more broken than the default. You are better off nerfing the Polearm Master than removing the Staff user's access to it completely. I don't think this is a valid argument at all. If the only feat in this game that increases one weapon's damage requires a very
special single weapon, i.e. quarterstaff and can't be used by any other single weapon, such as a longsword, swamp the standard single weapon, then that's definitely not the goal of the feat. Using one weapon, the benefit is it's released from the other to shield/spellcasting focus. If you want to improve your damage, then
take Shield Master or Spell Sniper, both of which make the character more deadly based on their choice of off-hand tool. Quarterstaff apparently wasn't supposed to benefit from the Polearm Master. Description feat Says: You can keep your enemies at bay with reach weapons. Quarterstaff does not reach the weapon.
RAW it's polearm. RAI should not benefit from Polearm Master. Imo. Last published time at ZenBear; 2015-03-14 at 10:38 AM. 2015-03-14, 10:30 AM (ISO 8601) Originally published by ZenBear Quarterstaff apparently was not intended to benefit from polearm master. Description feat Says: You can keep your enemies
at bay with reach weapons. Quarterstaff does not reach the weapon. RAW it's polearm. RAI should not benefit from Polearm Master. Imo. The feat literally mentions Quarterstaff as benefiting from both aspects of ability – that part is not ambiguous at all. The point of the dispute is that some want quarterstaff only to
benefit when used with two hands. I can understand why some might want to make this ruling, although the book itself does not have such a limitation and it would require a house ruling. 2015-03-14, 10:36 AM (ISO 8601) Originally posted by Giant2005 Feat literally mentions Quarterstaff as benefiting from both aspects
of capability – this part is not obscure at all. The point of the dispute is that some want quarterstaff only to benefit when used with two hands. I can understand why some might want to make this ruling, although the book itself does not have such a limitation and it would require a house ruling. Ah balls, you're right. Well I
side with them saying it requires 2 hands. You will ever use quarterstaff u.c. I do quite regularly in my MMA class. Can hardly do a squat with bo employees in one hand. For that matter, I forgot I had this discussion with a friend, it makes sense to me that quarterstaff can use the butt end to attack the same range from
the front end because it is a symmetrical stick. However, halberd is The story. I've never used one, but it doesn't look balanced enough that a user could swing the butt at the end of the same range as an axe head with any kind of efficiency. I wouldn't want to houserule out the d4 attack, it just seemed silly to me that it
still attacks with reach. 14.03.2015, 03:13 (ISO 8601) I do not like polebrum master. No one swings halberd back and bash people with a blunt end. If they had time to do that, they'd hit a person with a sharp end a second time. Swinging a sharp tip back to you also tends to cause cutting off bits of yourself. Halberds are
also really heavy and just aren't supposed to be twirling around. That's stupid. With a quarter of a time, then sure. Hitting with both ends makes sense – if you use two hands to control the thing. On the subject, divine strikes don't really matter. By the time you're lagging behind the powerful cantrip wheels (level 16 or so?),
you've long been looking after what the full caster has at-will ability to do. Instead of half-heartedly bashing things with mace or using holy flames you're casting high-level spells when you're theeatened. If you're not really in danger it doesn't matter if one version of the clergyman is a little better than another. Last time in
Mandragola; 2015-03-14 pm.
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